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Abstract—A new methodology named CALMANT (CC-cube Algorithms on Meshes and Tori) for mapping a kind of algorithms that we
call CC-cube algorithm onto multicomputers with hypercube, mesh, or torus interconnection topology is proposed. This methodology is
suitable when the initial problem can be expressed as a set of processes that communicate through a hypercube topology (a CC-cube
algorithm). There are many important algorithms that fit into the CC-cube type. CALMANT is based on three different techniques: a) the
standard embedding to assign the processes of the algorithm to the nodes of the mesh multicomputer; b) the communication pipelining
technique to increase the level of communication parallelism inherent in the CC-cube algorithms; and c) optimal message-scheduling
algorithms proposed in this work in order to avoid conflicts and minimizing in this way the communication time. Although CALMANT is
proposed for multicomputers with different interconnection network topologies, this paper only focuses on the particular case of
meshes.
Index Terms—Mapping algorithms, hypercube algorithms, mesh interconnected multicomputers, standard embedding,
communication pipelining, message-scheduling algorithms, complete exchange.
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1 INTRODUCTION
DISTRIBUTED memory multiprocessors with an intercon-nection network based on point to point links (multi-
computer for short) is a common architecture of parallel
computers. Among different interconnection topologies,
multidimensional meshes and tori are particularly attractive
since they are scalable. Some of the major supercomputer
manufacturers have launched multicomputers with a mesh
or a torus interconnection network (i.e., the CrayT3E
system, Intel Paragon, and Convex SPP).
Designing parallel algorithms for multicomputers is not
an easy task. Processes are assigned to the multicomputer
nodes and message-scheduling algorithms are defined in
order to maximize the processor utilization and minimize
communication costs.
In this work, we propose a methodology named
CALMANT (Cc-cube ALgorithms on Meshes ANd Tori)
for mapping a kind of algorithms that we call CC-cube
algorithms onto multicomputers with hypercube, mesh, or
torus interconnection topology. CALMANT is suitable
when the initial problem, after the partition and combina-
tion phases, can be expressed as a set of processes that
communicate through a hypercube topology (a CC-cube
algorithm). Although CALMANT is proposed for multi-
computers with different interconnection network topolo-
gies, this paper only focuses on the particular case of
meshes. The initial ideas from which we have developed
the CALMANT methodology come from the study of graph
embeddings of a hypercube onto a mesh or a torus [5]. This
work builds upon a preliminary version of CALMANT for
mapping CC-cube algorithms on hypercubes with synchro-
nous communication [2] and asynchronous communication
[3]. We are currently extending the proposed methodology
to torus interconnected multicomputers.
CALMANT is based on three different techniques: a) the
standard embedding [10] to assign the processes of the
algorithm to the nodes of the mesh multicomputer; b) the
communication pipelining technique to increase the level of
communication parallelism inherent in the CC-cube algo-
rithms; and c) optimal message-scheduling algorithms pro-
posed in this work in order to avoid conflicts and
minimizing in this way the communication time.
There are many important algorithms that fit into the
CC-cube type [5]. Fast Fourier Transform, Complete
Exchange communication problem (also known as All-
to-All personalized communication), and Jacobi methods
for single value decomposition and eigenvalue computa-
tion are some examples that can be solved by means of a
CC-cube algorithm.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows: In
Section 2, we present the groundwork on which this work is
based. Section 3 describes CALMANT for the case of lines
(one-dimensional meshes). The extension to meshes of any
dimensionality is described in Section 4. In Section 5,
CALMANT is applied to the Complete Exchange commu-
nication problem and the results are compared with other
proposals particularly designed to solve this problem on
meshes. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the main conclusions
of this work.
2 GROUNDWORK
This section describes the most important details of the
target architectures and the target algorithms we have
considered, the standard embedding of hypercubes onto
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meshes and the communication pipelining technique.
Finally, some notation and definitions are introduced.
2.1 Target Architecture
We assume a distributed memory multicomputer consisting
of 2d nodes connected by point-to-point links in a
(2d=c  ::: 2d=c) c-dimensional mesh topology (c  2; 3). We
assume d=c  2; otherwise, the architecture is equivalent to
a hypercube, which was already studied in [2] and [3].
We assume a synchronous communication protocol, that
is, processors are blocked after initiating a communication
operation through one of their links, until the communica-
tion operation finishes.
Modern parallel computers mostly use a wormhole
switching model. As long as there is no congestion, the
time for transferring a message of size L between two
nodes is almost independent of the distance and can be
approximated by:
 L  ; 1
where  is the communication start-up and  is the
communication time per size unit. It is also assumed that
nodes only have one port available (one-port model), that is
to say, nodes can only send and/or receive one message at
the same time. Nevertheless, other messages can pass
through the node if it is located in the path between the
source and the destination nodes of other communication
operations.
Finally, we also assume that messages traverse the
interconnection network following a dimension-ordering
routing policy. In other words, messages use the dimen-
sions of the mesh always following an established order.
However, any other routing policy in which messages use
the shortest path between the source and destination nodes
would not affect the CALMANT methodology, since each
message travels along one dimension and, therefore, the
shortest path is unique.
2.2 Target Algorithm
The starting point for CALMANT is a CC-cube algorithm. A
CC-cube algorithm consist of 2d processes such that every
process communicates with exactly other d processes. These
d processes are called its neighbors, and the communication
topology of the algorithm is a hypercube. This means that
the 2d processes can be labeled from 0 to 2d ÿ 1 in such a
way that processes n and n0 are neighbors (i.e., they
communicate) if the binary codes for n and n0 differ in a
single bit. If this bit is the ith bit, then n0 is the neighbor of n
in dimension i and it will be denoted by n0  Nin. It is
obvious that if n0  Nin, then n  Nin0.
In addition, the code executed by every process of a
CC-cube algorithm is the same and it has the following
structure:
do i=0, K-1
compute xi1 : N and some local data
exchange xi with neighbor in dimension di
enddo
where di is one of the dimensions of the CC-cube
(di 2 0; dÿ 1).
In the computation stage, N data items are computed.
These data are represented by vector xi1 : N. After a
computation stage there is a communication stage in which
the computed data xi are exchanged with one of the
neighbors in the CC-cube.
In this paper, we consider only the case of those
CC-cube algorithms in which K  d and di 6 dj for all
i 6 j. The Fast Fourier Transform and the Complete
Exchange communication problem are some examples
that can be solved by means of a CC-cube with these
characteristics. We will assume that di  i without loss
of generality.
To avoid misunderstandings, from now on CC-cube
dimensions will be referred to as just dimensions and mesh
dimensions will be referred to as axes.
2.3 Standard Embedding
Different approaches for embedding hypercube algorithms
onto meshes and tori have been proposed [4], [5], [8], [10].
The standard embedding [10] has been shown to be optimal
for meshes [5] in the sense of reducing the average dilation
of the hypercube dimensions.
Let hndÿ1; ndÿ2; :::; n0i be the binary representation of
process n of a CC-cube. Let hmcÿ1;mcÿ2; :::;m0i be the label
of node m of a mesh, where the different elements of this
label are the coordinates of the node inside the mesh. And
let hmj;d=cÿ1;mj;d=cÿ2; :::; mj;0i be the binary representation of
mj (j 2 0; cÿ 1). Then, the standard embedding of a
d-dimensional hypercube onto a mesh, which is denoted
by fstd, is defined as follows:
m  fstdn;
where:
mj;l  njlc; 8j 2 0; cÿ 1; 8l 2 0; d=cÿ 1:
The above definition is slightly different to that given by
Matic [10] in which mj;l  nd=cjl. It includes a bit
permutation in the binary representation of the processes
(n). Nevertheless, the minimum average dilation property
of the embedding is not affected [5].
Fig. 1 illustrates how the processes of a CC-cube are
assigned to the nodes of a mesh when the standard
embedding is applied. The shortest paths between any
process n and two of its neighbors along two consecutive
dimensions (Nin and Ni1n) follow different axes of the
mesh. As it will be shown later, this property, facilitates an
efficient scheduling of messages.
Let us define the distance between any two processes n
and n0 as the number of links in the shortest path between
the nodes fstdn and fstdn0 of the mesh. Let i be any of the
CC-cube dimensions. The distance between processes n and
Nin depends on i but not on n. This property is called
constant dilation property. Moreover, the shortest path
between processes n and Nin uses a single axis of the
mesh: the axis imod c. We will say that the dimension i of
the CC-cube is mapped onto the axis imod c of the mesh.
Let Di0  i < d be the dilation of the dimension i of a
CC-cube when it is embedded on a mesh through the
standard embedding. We can express the value of Di as:
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Di  2i=c: 2
The following list summarizes the main properties of the
standard embedding:
. Constant dilation.
. Minimal average dilation.
. The shortest path between any two CC-cube
neighbor processes along a given dimension uses a
single mesh axis, and this axis only depends on the
CC-cube dimension.
When we execute the iteration i of the CC-cube on the
mesh, due to the standard embedding properties, all the
processes send a message through the same mesh axis to
their corresponding neighbors that are located at a distance
Di. Since only one message can traverse a link at the same
time in each direction, the cost of the communication stage
in each iteration of the CC-cube is proportional to Di and
can be expressed as:
ti  DiN  ;
where N is the size of vector xi.
The computation in one iteration of a CC-cube algorithm
requires the data received in the previous one. Since only
one CC-cube dimension is used in every iteration, the total
time that the algorithm spends in communication is:
t 
Xdÿ1
i0
ti 
Xdÿ1
i0
2i=cN    c2d=c ÿ 1N  :
The use of only one CC-cube dimension in every
iteration prevents an effective exploitation of the commu-
nication bandwidth of the mesh. To reduce the commu-
nication costs, we will reorganize the CC-cube algorithm so
that several messages can be sent in parallel through several
or even all the dimensions in every iteration. To introduce
this parallelism in the communications, we will apply the
communication pipelining technique to the original CC-
cube algorithm.
2.4 Communication Pipelining
The communication pipelining technique is inspired in the
software pipelining approach used to generate code for
VLIW processors [9]. It is based on the fact that the whole
vector xiÿ1 from neighbor in dimension iÿ 1 may not be
needed to compute xij. Communication pipelining can be
applied to a CC-cube in those cases in which the
computation of a given element xij can be expressed as:
xij  fxiÿ11 : j; xiÿ21 : j 1; . . . ;
x11 : j iÿ 2; local data:
In other words, xij must be a function of the j first
elements received through dimension iÿ 1, and the j 1 first
elements received through dimension iÿ 2, and so on.
Communication pipelining is based on splitting the vector
xi intoQ packets of sizeN=Q
1 and rewriting the algorithm as
follows: In the first iteration, every node computes the first
packet of x0 and sends the result to its neighbor in dimension
0. In the second iteration, every node computes the second
packet ofx0 and the first packet ofx1. At the end of this second
iteration, each node exchanges two messages, one of them
with its neighbor in dimension 0, containing the second
packet of x0, and the other one with its neighbor in
dimension 1, containing the first packet of x1. Both packets
can be sent in parallel. Proceeding in this way, at the end of the
third iteration, every node can send three messages in
parallel. Following this approach, a parallel algorithm that
makes use of all the dimensions of the CC-cube at the same
time can be designed. The resulting algorithm is referred to as
pipelined CC-cube. Fig. 2 shows how a 3-dimensional CC-cube
is transformed when the communication pipelining techni-
que is applied. Data that is computed by the processes in
every iteration of the algorithms are represented by boxes.
Different gray levels identify data belonging to different
iterations of the original CC-cube. Moreover, the links
through which communication takes place in every iteration
are highlighted.
The value of Q is referred to as the pipelining degree. A
pipelined CC-cube algorithm consists of three different
phases: prologue, kernel, and epilogue. If Q < d, the
prologue and the epilogue are composed of Qÿ 1
iterations each and the kernel consists of dÿQ 1
iterations. The communication in the kth iteration of the
prologue involves the dimensions 0 to kÿ 1 of the CC-
cube. The kth iteration of the kernel uses the dimensions
kÿ 1 to Q kÿ 2 and, finally, the kth iteration of the
epilogue involves the dimensions dÿQ k to dÿ 1. We
refer to this situation as shallow pipelining because all d
dimensions of the CC-cube are never used simulta-
neously. If Q  d, the prologue and the epilogue are
composed of dÿ 1 iterations each and the kernel consists
of Qÿ d 1 iterations. In this case, the kth iteration of the
prologue uses the dimensions 0 to kÿ 1. All iterations of
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Fig. 1. The standard embedding: a 4-dimensional CC-cube onto a (4 x 4)
mesh.
1. For the sake of clarity, we assume that N is a multiple of Q. It can be
easily shown that the analytical models developed in this paper introduce a
negligible error when they are used for arbitrary values of N and Q.
the kernel involve the dimensions 0 to dÿ 1 and, finally,
the kth iteration of the epilogue communicates through
the dimensions k to dÿ 1. We refer to this situation as
deep pipelining because every iteration of the kernel uses
all the dimensions of the CC-cube simultaneously. Fig. 2b
is a case of deep pipelining since d  3 and Q  4.
The communication pipelining technique introduces a
certain level of communication parallelism in the pipelined
CC-cube that depends on the value of Q. An increment in Q
increases the parallelism in the communication but results in
a greater number of messages to be transmitted. Thus, to
minimize the total communication cost, the optimal Q
corresponds to the best trade-off between the level of
parallelism and the cost due to message startups.
The communication pipelining technique was previously
proposed for solving the FFT on the Connection Machine [6].
Since, in that case, the startup time can be neglected, the
authors only considered the case of maximum pipelining
Q  N . Afterwards, we generalized this technique introdu-
cing the concept of pipelining degree for mapping CC-cube
algorithms on hypercubes with synchronous [2] and asyn-
chronous [3] communications and proposed some ap-
proaches to evaluating the optimal pipelining degree.
2.5 Notations and Definitions
Next, sections study and evaluate the execution of a
pipelined CC-cube algorithm when it is mapped onto a
c-dimensional mesh by means of the standard embedding.
Before that, we introduce some notations and definitions.
In every iteration of the pipelined CC-cube several
messages, all of them of equal size, are exchanged through a
set of consecutive dimensions. In general, the task of ex-
changingM messages through the dimensions i to iM ÿ 1
(one through each dimension) when the pipelined CC-cube is
mapped onto a c-dimensional mesh, is denoted by hi;Mic. An
iteration of the kernel phase of the example represented in
Fig. 2 should be denoted by h0; 3ic and the first iteration of the
epilogue phase by h1; 2ic.
The load of a link due to a task hi;Mic is defined as the
number of messages that traverse the link in each direction
when the task is performed using a shortest path routing
policy. Due to the standard embedding properties, there is
just one way to perform this task, which causes any link to be
traversed by the same number of messages in each direction.
The maximum load of a mesh when performing the task hi;Mic
is defined as the load of the link with maximum load and it is
denoted by maxhi;Mic.
Contention in a communication task is difficult to
quantify. In order to simplify the evaluation of the
communication time that is involved in a task hi;Mic,
we assume a synchronous lockstep communication model.
That is to say, time is viewed as a succession of indivisible
parts called steps, such that in each step, several
communication operations involving messages of equal
size, can be performed in parallel. In this way, a
communication step is defined as the time required to
complete the sending of a message of size L from one
node to another of the mesh, when there are no message
conflicts. This time is given by the expression (1) in
Section 2.1. Several messages can simultaneously travel
through the mesh during a communication step, provided
that there are no conflicts in the use of the resources (i.e.,
ports and links). This assumption is not made in order to
consider a particular characteristic of the architecture but
in order to simplify the description and the evaluation of
the algorithms. In fact, it is a conservative assumption
because synchronization between steps will not be
required to perform the communication tasks. As it is
shown later, barriers are required only after the algorithm
iterations and the communication overhead of a barrier
will be denoted by b.
A lower bound on the number of communication steps
required to perform the task hi;Mic is denoted by LBhi;Mic
and the number of communication steps used by a given
scheduling algorithm to perform this task is denoted by
P hi;Mic. If LBhi;Mic  P hi;Mic for a given algorithm, we
can conclude that this algorithm is optimal from the point of
view of communication cost. The communication cost of a
task is represented by T hi;Mic. Due to the fact that all the
messages involved in our scheduling algorithms have the
same size, the following relation holds:
T hi;Mic  P hi;Mic   L  :
In the next two sections of this paper, we propose an
efficient solution to perform the tasks hi;Mic, first for lines
and then for c-dimensional meshes.
3 PIPELINED CC-CUBE ON A LINE
Since every iteration of the pipelined CC-cube performs a
communication through a set of consecutive dimensions,
the communication stage of each iteration can be repre-
sented by means of task hi;Mi1. For instance, the commu-
nication stage of any iteration of the kernel phase when
deep pipelining is applied can be represented by h0; di1. In
this case, all the dimensions of the CC-cube (from 0 to dÿ 1)
are involved in the communication.
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Fig. 2. The communication pipelining technique: (a) a 3-dimensional
CC-cube without communication pipelining and (b) a 3-dimensional
CC-cube with communication pipelining.
3.1 Maximum Load and Lower Bound
In this section, we provide an expression for maxhi;Mi1
(the maximum load of a line due to a task hi;Mi1) and use
this expression to establish a lower bound on the number of
communication steps of task hi;Mi1, which is denoted by
LBhi;Mi1.
Theorem 1. The maximum load of a line when a task hi;Mi1 is
performed can be computed as follows:
maxhi;Mi1  2
iM1 ÿ 2i1=3; if M is even;
2iM1 ÿ 2i=3; if M is odd :

Proof. See Appendix. tu
Theorem 2. A lower bound on the number of communication
steps required to perform the task hi;Mi1 on a line
(LBhi;Mi1) can be expressed as:
P hi;Mi1  maxhi;Mi1  LBhi;Mi1:
Proof. Since only one message can traverse a link in a
given direction at the same time, it is obvious that
P hi;Mi1 must be greater than or equal to maxhi;Mi1.
On the other hand, nodes cannot send (receive)
multiple messages at the same time in a one-port line
and therefore, P hi;Mi1 must also be greater than or
equal to M. Thus, we have that:
P hi;Mi1  maxfmaxhi;Mi1;Mg;
but, according to the expressing given by Theorem 1, it
can be proven that:
maxhi;Mi1  maxh0;Mi1 M:
ut
3.2 An Optimal Message-Scheduling Algorithm
In this section, we propose a message-scheduling algorithm
to perform the task hi;Mi1 that achieves the lower bound on
the number of communication steps. The idea is to
decompose the task hi;Mi1 into a set of smaller subtasks
in such a way that the sum of the lower bounds of every
subtask is LBhi;Mi1.
The task hi;Mi1 can be decomposed into the following
set of subtasks:
hi;Mi1 
SM=2ÿ1
k0 hi 2k; 2i1; if M is even;SMÿ1=2
k1 hi 2kÿ 1; 2i1 [ hi; 1i1; if M is odd:
(
For instance, the task h0; 6i1 will be decomposed into the
subtasks h0; 2i1, h2; 2i1, and h4; 2i1.
Lemma 1. A lower bound on the number of communication steps
to perform the task hi;Mi1 on a line is given by the following
expression:
LBhi;Mi1

PM=2ÿ1
k0 LBhi 2k; 2i1; if M is even;
LBhi; 1i1 
PMÿ1=2
k1 LBhi 2kÿ 1; 2i1; if M is odd:
(
Proof. It is a direct consequence of Theorem 1 and
Theorem 2. tu
3.2.1 An Optimal Message-Scheduling Algorithm for the
Subtask hi; 2i1
The nodes of the line are divided into 2i groups. The group
to which a node m belongs is denoted by gm and is given
by the following expression:
gm  mmod 2i:
Taking into account that nodes can only send and receive
one message at a time, a node requires at least two
communication steps to exchange messages with its
neighbors in dimensions i and i 1. In the proposed
message-scheduling algorithm, a node m initiates the
communication in step sm  2  gm and completes the
communication in the next step (that is, it communicates in
steps sm and sm  1). Fig. 3 describes a message-
scheduling algorithm for exchanging all the messages
involved in a group in only two steps. The communication
operation to be performed by a node m in each step is
determined according to the value of bits i and i 1 in the
binary representation of m. These bits are denoted by mi
and mi1, respectively. As an example, nodes such that
mi  mi1 send a message through dimension i 1 and
receive a message through dimension i during the step
sm. Meanwhile, in this communication step, nodes such
that mi 6 mi1 send a message through dimension i and
receive a message through dimension i 1. The value of
sm depends on the group to which node m belongs, and
according to the definition of sm, a different group
exchanges the messages every two communication steps.
Fig. 4 shows the case of the subtask h1; 2i1 on a line of
16 nodes. Since in this case we have that i  1, the nodes
are organized into two groups, denoted by white and
gray circles. Nodes belonging to the white group
communicate during steps 0 and 1, while nodes belong-
ing to the gray group communicate during steps 2 and 3.
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Fig. 3. Message-scheduling algorithm for the subtask hi; 2i1.
Fig. 4. Communication subtask h1; 2i1 on a line of 16 nodes.
The communication through dimension 2 is represented
by solid arrows and the communication through dimen-
sion 1 is represented by dashed arrows. The communica-
tion operations in each group are performed following
the algorithm described in Fig. 3. Notice that the
proposed message-scheduling algorithm is conflict free
because, on one hand, all the messages that travel in the
same direction in every communication step do not share
any link and, on the other hand, each node sends and
receives at most one message at a time, as required in a
one port line. This also applies for the general case since
the value of i only affects to the communication distance
between nodes but not to the communication pattern
defined by the algorithm.
Since each group spends two communication steps in
completing the communication, the total number of com-
munication steps required to perform the subtask hi; 2i1 will
be twice the number of groups, that is to say:
P hi; 2i1  2i1:
Note that P hi; 2i1  LBhi; 2i1, and therefore, the proposed
approach is optimal.
3.2.2 An Optimal Message-Scheduling Algorithm for the
Subtask hi; 1i1
To describe how the subtask hi; 1i1 is performed, let us
regard the nodes of the line as divided into 2i1 groups. The
group to which node m belongs is denoted by g 0m and is
given by the following expression:
g 0m  mmod 2i1:
Nodes require one communication step to send a
message and receive another through dimension i. The
communication step in which the node m sends and
receives the corresponding messages is denoted by s 0m.
We propose that s 0m  g 0m, which means that all
nodes belonging to the same group send and receive
messages during the same communication step. Fig. 5
shows an example for subtask h2; 1i1 on a line of 16 nodes.
In this case, we have four groups of nodes, represented by
different gray levels. Again, it is easy to infer from the
figure that the proposed message-scheduling algorithm is
conflict free for the general case. Since each group spends
one communication step in completing the communication,
the total number of communication steps is equivalent to
the number of groups:
P hi; 1i1  2i:
Notice that P hi; 1i1  LBhi; 1i1, and therefore, the proposed
approach is optimal.
3.3 Communication Cost
The execution time of the task hi;Mi1 is given by the
number of communication steps multiplied by the cost of
every communication step:
T hi;Mi1  P hi;Mi1   L  :
The expression for P hi;Mi1 can be evaluated as the sum
of the communication steps of every subtask in which task
hi;Mi1 is decomposed:
P hi;Mi1

PM=2ÿ1
k0 P hi 2k; 2i1; if M is even;
P hi; 1i1 
PMÿ1=2
k1 P hi 2kÿ 1; 2i1; if M is odd:
(
From the message-scheduling algorithms described in
the previous section, we have that P hi; 2i1  LBhi; 2i1 and
P hi; 1i1  LBhi; 1i1. According to Lemma 1 and Theorem 2,
the previous expression for P hi;Mi1 can be rewritten as
P hi;Mi1  LBhi;Mi1  maxhi;Mi1 and, therefore, the ex-
ecution time of the task hi;Mi1 can be expressed as:
T hi;Mi1  maxhi;Mi1   L  :
The total communication cost of the algorithm can be
evaluated as the sum of the communication cost of every
iteration plus the barrier overhead after each iteration. Since
the size of every message is L  N=Q, for shallow
pipelining we have that:
Tshallowd;Q 
XQÿ2
k0
T h0; k 1i1 
XdÿQ
k0
T hk;Qi1

XQÿ2
k0
T hk dÿQ 1; Qÿ kÿ 1i1  dQÿ 1  b;
where b is the cost of a barrier. Likewise, for deep
pipelining, we obtain:
Tdeepd;Q 
Xdÿ2
k0
T h0; k 1i1  Qÿ d 1  T h0; di1

Xdÿ2
k0
T hk 1; dÿ kÿ 1i1  dQÿ 1  b:
These expressions can be used to derive the optimal
degree of pipelining (value of Q). The closed formulas for
Tshallow and Tdeep can be found in the Appendix.
4 PIPELINED CC-CUBE ON A c-DIMENSIONAL MESH
This section extends the approach proposed in the previous
section to the execution of a pipelined CC-cube on a
c-dimensional mesh. The communication stage of each
iteration of a pipelined CC-cube on a c-dimensional mesh
can be represented by the communication task hi;Mic.
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Fig. 5. Communication subtask h2; 1i1 on a line of 16 nodes.
4.1 Maximum Load and Lower Bound
Theorem 3. The maximum load due to the communication
task hi;Mic on a (2d=c  ::: 2d=c) c-dimensional mesh
maxhi;mic is equivalent to:
maxhbi M ÿ 1mod c=cc; dM=cei1:
Proof. See Appendix. tu
Theorem 4. A lower bound on the number of communication
steps required to perform the task hi;Mic on a mesh can be
expressed as:
P hi;Mic  maxfmaxhi;Mic;Mg  LBhi;Mic:
Proof. Since only one message can traverse a link in a given
direction at the same time, it is obvious that P hi;Mic
must be greater than or equal to maxhi;Mic. On the other
hand, nodes cannot send (receive) multiple messages at
the same time and, therefore, P hi;Mic must also be
greater than or equal to M. tu
According to Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, we have that:
LBhi;Mic  maxfmaxhbi M ÿ 1mod c=cc; dM=cei1;Mg:
4.2 A Nearly Optimal Message-Scheduling
Algorithm
The task hi;Mic can be decomposed into a set of smaller
subtasks in the following way:
hi;Mic 
[bM=2cc
k1
hiM ÿ 2kc; 2cic [ hi;M mod 2cic:
For instance, the task h0; 10i2 can be decomposed into the
subtasks h0; 2i2, h2; 4i2, and h6; 4i2.
Lemma 2. The difference between the sum of the lower bounds of
the subtasks in the proposed decomposition and LBhi;Mic is
under the limits given by the following expression:
XbM=2cc
k1
LBhiM ÿ 2kc; 2cic  LBhi;M mod 2cicÿ
LBhi;Mic 
2; if c  2 and M  7 and i  1;
4; if c  3 and M  9 and i  4;
0; otherwise:
8><>:
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the expressions
given by Theorem 4, Theorem 3, and Theorem 1. tu
According to the above lemma, if it exists a solution in
which P hi; xic  LBhi; xic for any x  2c, a nearly optimal
algorithm to perform the task hi;Mic can be obtained by
sequentially performing every subtask according that
solution.
4.2.1 An Optimal Message-Scheduling Algorithm for the
Subtask hi; 2cic
Note that the 2c dimensions that are involved in the
subtask hi; 2cic are mapped onto the different axes
cyclically. In particular, the dimensions k and k c, such
that k 2 i; i cÿ 1, are mapped onto the axis kmod c.
We divide the nodes of the mesh into different groups
depending on their position in each of the axes. A node
belongs to c different groups. Each group corresponds to
one of the axes. If hmcÿ1;mcÿ2; :::; m0i is the label of node m,
the c groups to which it belongs are given by the following
expression:
gk mod cm  mk mod c mod 2bk=cc; 8k 2 i; i cÿ 1:
As an example, Fig. 6 shows the case of the subtask
h3; 4i2 for a (16 16) mesh. In this example, since i  3 and
c  2, we have that k 2 3; 4. The node hm1;m0i belongs to
the groups g1m  m1 mod 2 and g0m  m0 mod 4 (i.e.,
node m  h2; 3i belongs to groups g1m  0 and
g0m  3). In the figure, the gray level in the upper part
of the node representation corresponds to g0m (group
corresponding to the horizontal axis) and the lower part
corresponds to g1m (group corresponding to the
vertical axis).
Note that, for the proposed group division, nodes must
communicate only with nodes that belongs exactly to the
same groups in every axis of the mesh (nodes that are
identically represented in Fig. 6). We consider now the
problem of scheduling the messages to be exchanged in
every iteration in such a way that conflicts in the mesh are
avoided and the communication time is minimized.
When nodes communicate, two restrictions should be
taken into account in order to avoid conflicts. First, two
nodes belonging to different groups of the same axis should
perform the communication through this axis in different
communication steps in order to avoid link contention and
second, any node should perform the communication
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Fig. 6. Group partition for the subtask h3; 4i2 on a (16 16) mesh.
through different axes of the mesh in different communica-
tion steps, since we are assuming a one-port model.
Dimensions k and k c are the only dimensions of those
involved in the subtask that are mapped onto axis kmod c.
Since an axis of a mesh can be considered as a line of
2d=c nodes, the communication along the axis can be
performed as it was described for lines (in two commu-
nication steps). We propose that node m sends and receives
the corresponding messages through the dimensions k and
k c during the steps skmodcm and skmodcm  1, where:
sk mod cm  2
Xcÿ1
j0
gjm  k
 !
mod
LBhi; 2cic
2
 !
;
8k 2 i; i cÿ 1
and where the subindex kmod c denotes the axis through
which the messages are sent. This expression meets the
restrictions mentioned before and schedules the activity of
the groups using a minimum number of communication
steps as it will be shown later. Any other scheduling that
satisfies the required restrictions with a minimum number
of communication steps would also be an optimal schedul-
ing policy.
Fig. 7 shows the result of applying the proposed
scheduling to the example of Fig. 6. The table shows the
activity of every node as a function of the group which it
belongs to in each axis. The upper parts and lower parts of
the boxes represent, respectively, the communication step
in which communication through axis 0 and axis 1 is
initiated (s0m and s1m). As an example, nodes belong-
ing to group 2 in axis 0 and group 0 in axis 1 (shadowed
box) communicates along the axis 1 during the commu-
nication steps 2 and 3 and communicates along the axis 0
during the communication steps 4 and 5.
Property 1. The proposed scheduling algorithm is conflict free and
its number of communication steps is P hi; 2cic  LBhi; 2cic,
that is, it is optimal for the subtask hi; 2cic.
Proof. Let us first prove that the scheduling algorithm is
conflict free. Let m and m0 be two different nodes of
the mesh. Let j be an axis of the mesh, such that
mj 6 m0j. Let us assume that mk 6 m0k for some k 6 j,
that is to say, nodes m and m0 do not belong to the
same line in the mesh. Due to the fact that the
communication between two neighbor processes along
a given dimension is performed using a single mesh
axis, conflicts between messages from/to node m and
messages from/to node m0 are not possible. Now, let
us assume that mk  m0k for all k 6 j. In this case,
gkm  gkm0. If gjm 6 gjm0, then sjm 6 sjm0
and, therefore, conflicts between messages from/to
node m and messages from/to node m0 are not
possible. If gjm  gjm0, both nodes belongs to the
same group of communication and conflicts are
avoided using the scheduling algorithm described for
lines.
Next, we prove that P hi; 2cic  LBhi; 2cic. If x and y
are integers and y is an even number we have that:
0  2xmod y=2  yÿ 2:
Therefore, according to the expression for sjm, we
obtain:
0  sjm  LBhi; 2cic ÿ 2:
If each group performs the communication in two
communication steps, then the last groups perform
the communication during steps LBhi; 2cic ÿ 2 and
LBhi; 2cic ÿ 1. The first communication step is de-
noted by 0 so the total number of communication
steps is LBhi; 2cic. tu
4.2.2 An Optimal Message-Scheduling Algorithm for the
Subtask hi; xic when 1  x  c
Note that the x dimensions that are involved in the subtask
hi; xic are mapped onto the different axes cyclically. In
particular, the dimension k (i  k < i x) is mapped onto
the axis kmod c.
We divide the nodes of the mesh into different groups. In
this case, a node belongs to x different groups. Each group
corresponds to one of the axes on which a dimension is
mapped. If hmcÿ1;mcÿ2; :::; m0i is the label of node m, the x
groups to which it belongs are given by the following
expression:
gk mod cm  mk mod c mod 2bk=cc; 8k 2 i; i xÿ 1:
We propose that node m sends and receives the
corresponding messages through the dimension k during
the step sk mod cm, where:
sk mod cm 
Xixÿ1
ji
gj mod cm  k
 !
mod LBhi; xic;
8k 2 i; i xÿ 1:
Among the dimensions that are involved in the subtask,
only the dimension k is mapped onto the axis (k mod c).
Since one axis of the mesh can be considered as a line of
2d=c nodes, the communication can be performed following
the approach described for lines.
Property 2. The proposed scheduling algorithm is conflict free
and its number of communication steps is P hi; xic 
LBhi; xic so, it is optimal for the subtask hi; xic when
1  x  c.
Proof. Similar to Proof for Property 1. tu
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Fig. 7. Scheduling for the solution of the subtask h3; 4i2 on a (16 16)
mesh.
4.2.3 A Nearly Optimal Message-Scheduling Algorithm
for the Subtask hi; xic when c < x < 2c
We divide the nodes of the mesh into different groups. In
this case, a node belongs to c different groups. Each group
corresponds to one of the axes. If hmcÿ1;mcÿ2; :::; m0i is the
label of node m, the c groups to which it belongs are given
by the following expression:
gk mod cm 
0; ifbk=cc < 0;
mk mod c mod 2
bk=cc; ifbk=cc  0;

8k 2 i xÿ 2c; i xÿ cÿ 1:
If k 2 i xÿ 2c; iÿ 1, then k c is the only dimension
among those involved in the subtask that is mapped onto
the axis kmod c. Otherwise, if k 2 i; i xÿ cÿ 1, then both
dimensions k and k c are mapped onto the axis kmod c.
We propose that the node m sends and receives the
corresponding messages either through dimensions k and
k c or only k c, during the steps skmodcm and
skmodcm  1 using the approach proposed for lines, where:
sk mod cm  2
Xcÿ1
j0
gjm  k
 !
mod
LBhi; xic
2
  !
;
8k 2 i xÿ 2c; i xÿ cÿ 1:
Property 3. The proposed scheduling algorithm is conflict free
and the difference between its number of communication steps
and LBhi; xic is:
P hi; xic ÿ LBhi; xic 
1; if LBhi; xic is odd;
0; if LBhi; xic is even:

Proof. Similar to Proof for Property 1. tu
This scheduling algorithm is optimal for the subtask
hi; xic when c < x < 2c and LBhi; xic is even. For c < x < 2c,
LBhi; xic is odd only if x > maxhi; xic and x is odd. This is
due to the fact that the expression x > maxhi; xic always
returns an even value.
4.3 Execution Time
The execution time for the task hi;Mic is given by the
number of communication steps multiplied by the cost of
every communication step:
T hi;Mic  P hi;Mic   L  

 XbM=2cc
k1
P hiM ÿ 2kc; 2cic
 P hi;M mod 2cic
!
  L  

 XbM=2cc
k1
LBhiM ÿ 2kc; 2cic
 LBhi;M mod 2cic  r
!
  L  ;
where:
r  1; if M mod 2c > maxhi;M mod 2cic and M is even;
0; other case:

The total communication cost of the algorithm can be
evaluated as the sum of the communication cost of every
iteration plus the barrier overhead after each iteration. Since
the size of every message is L  N=Q, for shallow
pipelining we have that:
Tshallowd;Q 
XQÿ2
k0
T h0; k 1ic 
XdÿQ
k0
T hk;Qic

XQÿ2
k0
T hk dÿQ 1; Qÿ kÿ 1ic  dQÿ 1  b; ;
where b is the cost of a barrier. Likewise, for deep pipelining
we obtain:
Tdeepd;Q 
Xdÿ2
k0
T h0; k 1ic  Qÿ d 1  T h0; dic

Xdÿ2
k0
T hk 1; dÿ kÿ 1ic  dQÿ 1  b:
These expressions can be used to derive the optimal
degree of pipelining (value of Q). The closed formulas for
Tshallow and Tdeep can be found in the Appendix.
5 AN EXAMPLE: THE COMPLETE EXCHANGE
PROBLEM
In this section, we consider the application of CALMANT to
the Complete Exchange (or personalized All-to-All) com-
munication problem. This problem is a global collective
communication operation in which every process sends a
unique block of data to every other process in the system.
Since complete exchange arises in many important pro-
blems (i.e., FFT, matrix transposition, sorting), its efficient
implementation on current parallel machines is an impor-
tant research issue.
In order to apply CALMANT, we have designed a
CC-cube algorithm for the Complete Exchange problem
that is described in the next section. The resulting
algorithm has been compared with a wide range of
proposals specially tuned for the solution of the
Complete Exchange: Binary [1], Quadrant [1], Modified
Quadrant [14], Store-and-Forward (SAF) [14], Direct [11],
Cyclic [12], and Hybrid [13] methods. Some of these
proposals are addressed to 2-dimensional meshes and
some others to c-dimensional meshes. The comparison is
based on analytical models for the communication time
and the results show that CALMANT outperforms the
previous proposals in many cases.
5.1 A CC-cube Algorithm for Complete Exchange
In this section, we describe the CC-cube algorithm for
complete exchange which is used as a starting point for the
proposed methodology. Fig. 8 shows a particular example
for d  3.
Every node initially stores 2d blocks of data in a vector of
blocks denoted by M. Each block of data will be identified
by the pair n; j, where n is the source node and j is the
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destination node for the corresponding block. Every node
initially stores its 2d blocks in a local vector of blocks
denoted by M, in such a way that node n stores block n; j
in position Mj. For clarity, Fig. 8 only shows the blocks of
data corresponding to nodes 0, 1, 2, and 3 of the CC-cube.
Initially, every node performs a permutation of vector
M. After this permutation, block n; j is stored in
MnXORj, in node n (see Fig. 8a), where XOR denotes
the bit-wise exclusive OR. As a result of this permutation,
every node stores in Mj the block that, in order to reach
its destination, must traverse those CC-cube dimensions
that correspond to the bits which are set in the binary
representation of j (i.e., M3 of node 1 contains the block
1; 2 since this block must traverse dimensions 0 and 1 to
reach its destination). Then, in every iteration i of the CC-
cube, a subset of 2dÿ1 blocks are extracted from M to
build the vector xi that is sent to the neighbor along
dimension i. In Fig. 8, the blocks which are selected in
every iteration are marked with an asterisk. Because of
the initial permutation, all the nodes obtain their
corresponding blocks from the same locations of M. In
particular, in iteration i a block in position Mj is
selected if the ith bit of the binary representation of index
j is set. After exchanging messages, the received blocks
are stored in the locations of M that were occupied by
the sent blocks.
After the three iterations required for this particular
example, a new permutation is applied to leave the blocks
in their final locations in M. This permutation is exactly the
same as the initial one (see Fig. 8d).
The above algorithm was proposed by Johnsson and Ho
[7] in order to minimize the time that blocks take since they
leave the source nodes until they reach the destination
nodes. We propose a slight modification of the algorithm in
order to meet the requirements of the communication
pipelining technique. This modification refers to the order
in which the blocks are sent in each iteration. In particular,
to build a message xi, the blocks are always arranged in
reverse order with regard to their positions in M. For
instance, x0 in node 0 contains blocks 07, 05, 03, and 01, in
this order.
Although not shown in this paper, it can be proven that
the requirements for communication pipelining are satisfied
for all the cases.
5.2 Performance Figures
CALMANT has been compared with many other methods
specially tuned for the Complete Exchange problem (they
are enumerated at the beginning of Section 5). Nevertheless,
for simplicity, we only show performance figures for those
algorithms that outperform all the others for some
scenarios. In other words, the methods not depicted in the
figures are completely outperformed by those that are
depicted.
Most of these proposals do not take into account the cost
of barrier synchronization or the cost of copying blocks of
data into buffers, so in order to compare the different
algorithms, we assume both components are negligible. In
our case, the cost of barrier synchronization is very small
with respect to the total execution time; less than 1.6 percent
with =  500, b=  100, and B  16 in any of the
considered scenarios, and the cost of copying blocks of
data into buffers is null if L=Q  B.
We do not include in the performance study the ordering
permutations. We just evaluate the communication cost of
the algorithm. Depending on the problem, original data
could be generated in the required order and consumed in
the resulting order without extra permutations.
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 plot the performance of different
algorithms for several representative scenarios based on the
analytical models described in previous sections. For every
algorithm, we plot the speed-up over a baseline algorithm.
This baseline algorithm corresponds to the original CC-
cube. In the x-axis, we plot a logarithmic scale of the block
size B. We consider a wide range of values for the machine
parameters: number of nodes (2d), dimensionality (c), and
ratio = . We have chosen ratios =  100, 500, 1,000, and
5,000 as a representation of current computers (not
necessarily with a mesh interconnection network): Cray
T3D (567), IBM SP2 (1400), and Intel Paragon (5250).
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Fig. 8. A CC-cube algorithm for complete exchange for d  3.
(a) Contents of vectors M after the initial permutation. (b) Contents of
M after exchange in dimension 0. (c) Contents of M after exchange in
dimension 1. (d) Contents of M after exchange in dimension 2 and final
permutation. Blocks to be sent in every iteration are marked with “*”.
Two important conclusions can be drawn from the plots:
. The proposed algorithm outperforms previous pro-
posals for a significant range of values of the
machine parameters and block size, and for many
of the considered scenarios. For 2D mesh scenarios,
the proposed algorithm outperforms the others for
large values of d, large values of = , and small
values of B. The same holds for 3D mesh scenarios,
but now for any value of B.
. In some cases (16 16 16 meshes), the proposed
algorithm is about twice as fast as the best previous
proposal.
6 CONCLUDING REMARKS
A systematic methodology (CALMANT) for mapping a
certain type of algorithm on multicomputers with a mesh
interconnection network has been proposed. The algorithms
on which CALMANT focuses are called CC-cube algorithms.
The recursive nature of CC-cube algorithms is very suitable to
solve many computational problems such as the Fast Fourier
Transform, the Complete Exchange communication problem
(also known as All-to-All personalized communication) or
the Jacobi method for single value decomposition and
eigenvalue computation.
CALMANT is based on three different techniques:
embedding of hypercubes on meshes, communication
pipelining, and efficient message-scheduling algorithms.
We have used the standard embedding since it is optimal in
the sense of reducing the average dilation under the constant
dilation property. The communication pipelining technique
is inspired in the software pipelining approach used to
generate code for VLIW processors. These two techniques are
not new, but the combination of both results in an original
methodology that allows us to map CC-cube algorithms in
mesh interconnected computers in a systematic and efficient
way. We have developed message-scheduling algorithms
that minimize the number of communication steps required
in the different communication stages of the CC-cube for one-
port lines. Then, these message-scheduling algorithms have
been extended to one-port multidimensional meshes. In this
case, the proposed message-scheduling algorithms are also
optimal, except in a very few particular situations, where they
are very close to the optimal. In both cases, for line and
meshes, we have presented analytical models of the execution
time of the algorithms.
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Fig. 10. Performance figures for 8 8 8 and 16 16 16 meshes.
Fig. 9. Performance figures for 16 16 and 64 64 meshes.
The Complete Exchange communication problem has
been chosen as an example of application. A comparison
between several proposals specially tuned to solve this
particular problem on meshes and the algorithm that results
from CALMANT reveals that the latter outperforms
previous proposals for many machine configurations.
In this paper, we have only considered the case of
one-port meshes, but CALMANT can be extended to all-
port meshes and multiprocessor systems with a torus
interconnection network. The most important conclusion
is that we have proposed a systematic methodology that
can be applied to a wide range of algorithms and
architectures, and produces efficient parallel algorithms.
APPENDIX A
This appendix includes Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 and their
corresponding proofs. Both theorems are related to the
maximum load for lines and meshes, respectively.
A.1 Maximum Load for Lines
A task hi;Mi1 can be decomposed into a set of M
subtasks fhk; 1i1jk 2 i; iM ÿ 1g and the load of any
link can be evaluated as the sum of the load due to each
of these subtasks. First, we will focus on a particular
subtask hk; 1i1 and then we will evaluate the maximum
load due to the entire set of subtasks.
Let n be a process of the pipelined CC-cube; let n0 be
the neighbor process n along dimension k (i.e.,
n0  Nkn) and let p be the node such that p  fstdn.
We refer to the node p0 such that p0  fstdn0 as the
partner node of p along dimension k. Note that, according
to the definition of the standard embedding, it results
that p  n and p0  n0. When the subtask hk; 1i1 is
performed, the process n sends and receives a message
to/from the process n0. The distance between the node p
and its partner p0 is Dk where, according to expression (2)
in Section 2.3:
Dk  2k:
If p0 is one of the nodes located on the right-hand (left-
hand) side of node p, the node p sends a message that
travels from left to right (right to left) direction and
receives a message that travels in opposite direction. This
can be extended to all the nodes of the line and,
therefore, the number of messages that traverse any link
in one direction is equivalent to the number of messages
that traverse the same link in the opposite direction.
According to the definition of load of a link, we can just
consider one direction since the load is the same for both.
Without loss of generality, we will consider only
messages that travel from left to right. The following
lemma states the location of node p0 in relation to node p.
Lemma 3. If p is a node of the line such that pmod 2k1 < 2k
(2k  pmod 2k1 < 2k1) and p0 is its partner node along
dimension k, then p0 is located at the right (left) side of p at a
distance 2k.
Proof. Let hndÿ1; ndÿ2; :::; n0i be the binary representation of n
and let hpdÿ1; pdÿ2; :::; p0i be the binary representation of p,
such that p  fstdn. According to the definition of the
standard embedding:
pl  nl; 8l 2 0; dÿ 1:
Let hn0dÿ1; n0dÿ2; :::; n00i be the binary representation of
n0 and let hp0dÿ1; p0dÿ2; :::; p00i be the binary representation
of p0, such that p0  fstdn0. If n0  Nkn then we have
that:
n0l 
nl; if l 6 k;
nl; if l  k;

and therefore:
p0l 
nl  pl; if l 6 k;
nl  pl; if l  k:

3
If p mod 2k1 < 2k, then pk  0 and according to (3):
p0l 
pl; if l 6 k;
1; if l  k;

so the partner of p is located on its right-hand side. If
2k  p mod 2k1 < 2k1, then pk  1 and according to (3):
p0l 
pl; if l 6 k;
0; if l  k;

so the partner of p is located on its left-hand side. tu
Next, the load of the links due to a subtask hk; 1i1 is
evaluated. Letkm, such thatm 2 0; 2dÿ2 and k 2 0; dÿ 1,
be the load of the link that is located between node m and
node m 1 due to the subtask hk; 1i1. The following lemma
gives an expression for km.
Lemma 4. The load of the link between node m and node m 1
due to subtask hk; 1i1 is given by the following expression:
km 
mmod 2k  1; if m mod 2k1 < 2k;
2k ÿ m mod 2k ÿ 1; if 2k  m mod 2k1 < 2k1:
(
Proof. If a message traverses the link between node m and
node m 1 in the right direction and p is the source
node of that message, given that 2k is the distance
between node p and its partner along dimension k, we
necessarily have that p 2 mÿ 2k  1; m. For the rest of
this proof, we will only consider this set of nodes, since
all the source nodes of the messages that traverse the
link between nodes m and m 1 in right direction when
the subtask hk; 1i1 is performed belong to this set.
If m mod 2k1 < 2k (2k  m mod 2k1 < 2k1) for any
node p such that p 2 mÿ 2k  1;mÿ m mod 2k ÿ 1,
we have that 2k  p mod 2k1 < 2k1 (p mod 2k1 < 2k)
and according to Lemma 3, the partner of p is located on its
left-hand (right-hand) side. Otherwise, for any nodep such
that p 2 mÿ m mod 2k;m, we have that p mod 2k1 <
2k (2k  p mod 2k1 < 2k1) and according to Lemma 3,
the partner of p is located on its right-hand (left-hand) side.
Therefore, the total number of messages that traverse the
link between nodes m and m 1 in the right direction is
m mod 2k  1 (2k ÿ m mod 2k ÿ 1). tu
So far, we have evaluated the load of the links due to one
of the subtasks hk; 1i1 in which the task hi;Mi1 is
decomposed. The study of a subtask hk; 1i1 has been the
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first step to evaluate the load due to the task hi;Mi1. The
following theorem gives an expression for the maximum
load of a line due to a task hi;Mi1.
Theorem 1. The maximum load of a line when a task hi;Mi1 is
performed can be computed as follows:
maxhi;Mi1  2
iM1 ÿ 2i1=3; if M is even;
2iM1 ÿ 2i=3; if M is odd:

Proof. The maximum load of a line due to a subtask hk; 1i1
is given by Lemma 4. Using that expression, which gives
the load of the link between nodes m and m 1, we have
that:
maxhk; 1i1  km  2k; 8fmjm mod 2k1  2k ÿ 1g:
The load of the link between node m and node
m 1 due to subtask hk; 2i1 (which comprises both
subtasks hk; 1i1 and hk 1; 1i1) can be evaluated as
km  k1m. Applying the expression given by
Lemma 4, we have that:
km  k1m 
f1m; k; if 0  m mod 2k1 < 2k;
2k1; if 2k  m mod 2k1 < 2k1  2k;
f2m; k; if 2k1  2k  m mod 2k1 < 2k2;
8><>:
where f1m; k; f2m; k  2k1. Thus, the maximum load
is maxhk; 2i1  2k1 and:
maxhk; 2i1  km  k1m  2k1;
8fmj2k  m mod 2k1 < 2k1  2kg: 4
The expression km  k1m is a periodic function
with a period 4  2k. Moreover, we can find at least one
interval of size 2  2k in which the expression is constant
and achieves its maximum value. According to Lemma 4,
the expression lm is a periodic function with a
period 2l1 and, therefore, the following expression:
Xkÿ1
la
lm; 8a 2 0; kÿ 1 5
is also a periodic function and its period is 2k.
We can find at least one complete period of (5) such
that for any m belonging to that period, the expression
km  k1m is constant and achieves its maximum
value. In this way, using (4) given above we have that:
max
8m
Xk1
la
lm
( )
 maxhk; 2i1
max
8m
Xkÿ1
la
lm
( )
; 8a 2 0; kÿ 1:
6
The maximum load due to task hi;Mi1 can be
computed as follows:
maxhi;Mi1  max8m
XMÿ1
k0
ikm
( )
;
and, therefore, recursively applying (6) we obtain:
maxhi;Mi1 PM=2ÿ1
k0 maxhi 2k; 2i1; if M is even;
maxhi; 1i1 
PMÿ1=2
k1 maxhi 2kÿ 1; 2i1; if M is odd:
8<:
ut
A.2 Maximum Load for Meshes
The following lemma and theorem establishes a relation-
ship between the maximum load of a c-dimensional mesh
and the maximum load of a line.
Lemma 5. The maximum load of a c-dimensional mesh due to
a communication task in which the nodes exchange messages
through the dimensions fi; i c; :::; i M ÿ 1  cg of a
CC-cube, is equivalent to the maximum load of a line due to
the communication task hbi=cc;Mi1.
Proof. Because of the standard embedding definition, the
dimensions of a CC-cube are mapped cyclically on the
axes of the mesh. Therefore, all the dimensions fi; i
c; :::; i M ÿ 1  cg are mapped onto the axis imod c.
The dilations of these dimensions (see (2) in Section 2.3)
are 2bi=cc; 2bi=cc1; . . . ; 2bi=ccMÿ1, respectively, which are
just the same dilations as those involved in the task
hbi=cc;Mi1. tu
Theorem 3. The maximum load due to the communication
task hi;Mic on a (2d=c  ::: 2d=c) c-dimensional mesh is
equivalent to the maximum load due to the task hbi
M ÿ 1mod c=cc; dM=cei1 on a line.
Proof. The set of dimensions involved in a task hi;Mic
can be decomposed into c separate subsets, so that the
dimensions involved in each subset are mapped onto
the same axis of the mesh. The dimensions involved in
each one of these subsets are:
Sj  fi j; i j c; . . . ; i j
 dM ÿ j=ce ÿ 1  cg; 8j 2 0; cÿ 1:
By Lemma 5, we know that the maximum load due to
any of the above subsets is:
maxhbi j=cc; dM ÿ j=cei1:
The highest maximum load is that in which the
dimensions with highest dilations are involved, that is
to say, the subset SM ÿ 1 mod c. By simple
substitution, we can conclude that:
maxhi;Mic  maxhbi M ÿ 1mod c=cc; dM=cei1:
ut
A.3 Closed Formulas of Analytical Models
This section contains the closed formulas for Tshallow and
Tdeep expressions. The final formulas are the result of a
mathematical process that is not included in this work.
Note that Tshallow and Tdeep expressions are equivalent
when Q  d.
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On a Line
Tshallowd;Q 
3Q 12d2  f1d;Q
18
N
Q

 
 dQÿ 1b;
where:
f1d;Q  ÿ2
dÿQ2 ÿ 9Q if Q is even;
2dÿQ2 ÿ 9Qÿ 9 if Q is odd:

Tdeepd;Q 
3Q 12d2  f2d;Q
18
N
Q

 
 dQÿ 1b;
where:
f2d;Q  3dÿ 12Qÿ 4 if d is even;ÿ3dÿ 6Qÿ 5 if d is odd:

On a c-dimensional Mesh
Tshallowd;Q  c 3cdQ=ce  3r2
d=c2  f3d;Q
18
N
Q

 
 dQÿ 1b;
where:
f3d;Q 
ÿc 3r2d=cÿdQ=ce2 ÿ 9cdQ=ce if dQ=ce is even;
2cÿ 3r2d=cÿdQ=ce1 ÿ 9cdQ=ce  1 if dQ=ce is odd;
(
and r  Qÿ 1mod c.
Tdeepd;Q  3Q 4cÿ 32
d=c2  f4d;Q
18
N
Q

 
 dQÿ 1b;
where:
f4d;Q  3dÿ 12Qÿ 16c 12; if d=c is even;ÿ3dÿ 6Qÿ 11c 6; if d=c is odd:

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